
 

  



 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

As an evolving commercial city, Lagos State is characterized by uncontrolled rates of population and urbanization. As the rates                   

continue to grow, the burden of demand on the city’s infrastructure and services simultaneously increases at an alarming rate. Based                    

on this, various sectors of the state operate below the standard required to sustain the demands from the population. The transport                     

system is one of the critical areas that is affected by the factors of population and urbanization rates in the State. The transport network                        

and services function to provide links between the citizens and daily functions such as: access to place of work (commercial services                     

in Lagos State). Over the years, the government has attempted to fulfill these expectations through regulatory frameworks that guide                   

the operation of public transport services e.g buses and the development of alternative mass transport means such as the BRT project.                     

Despite these attempts to bridge the gap between the needs and the means in Lagos State, there are limitations to which the                      

government can fully provide for the demands on a largely unmonitored system of growth. This inadequacy creates a niche for the                     

operation of precarious transport services in Lagos such as the; Keke/Maruwa (Tricycle), Molue/Danfos (Buses), Kabubu (Ride                

sharing Taxis), Yellow Taxis and Okada (Motorcycle); the state and the informal services function simultaneously to meet the burden                   

of demand from the population on transport services as well as the use of personal vehicles to commute. 

Based on the issues of infrastructure and services in the transportation system of Lagos State, evaluating the current status is essential                     

in monitoring the level of impact within communities. A Transport Impact Assessment is conducted within Lagos Island, focused on                   

four (4) street around Campos Square. These streets include; Igbosere, Ajele, Bangbose, and Tokunbo (see image 1). These streets are                    

the main networks linking to Campos Square.  

 

 



 

 

 

1.2 Objectives 

1. Review the existing traffic & parking conditions of the roads highlighted previously. 

This report provides information on the average number of users (e.g. cars, motorcycles, bicycles, trailers, buses, tricycles, and                  

pedestrians) commuting between the (7:30 am — 8:30 am) and (6 pm — 7 pm) on Friday and Sunday. 

2. To assess the existing parking situation in the surrounding road networks of Campos Square. 

The report provides information on the available public parking spaces and street parking situation within the road networks of the                    

study area. Formal bus-stops within the area will also be identified. 

3. To identify the trade activities along the road network. 

The report provides information on the existing situation of trade services/activities within the study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2. TRAFFIC COUNT 

2.1 The Site: Campos Square 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2.2 Road Network 

The existing road network surrounding the site is        

shown in the map above. Key roads and        

intersections providing access for the Site are       

discussed in further detail below.  

Igbosere Road is a one-way road linked connecting        

to Moloney Street on the east and Odunlami Street         

to the west. It is a very popular road in Campos and            

is regarded as the most used route in the environs.          

The igbosere road is characterized by tall buildings        

with various uses such as Religious uses,       

Institutional Uses (Nursery and Primary schools),      

Residential buildings, and diverse commercial use.  

 

 

Bamgbose Street has an identity very close to Igbosere spanning from Tinubu Square on the west down towards Lewis Street on the                      

east. Another identical set of streets are Ajele Street and Tokunboh Street.  

 



 

Ajele Street and Tokunbo Street are identical because they are dominated by residential buildings, and there are fewer activities going                    

on in the street. On Ajele Street especially, only a very few vehicles ply the route as kids can be seen playing soccer at the end of the                            

street. Moreover, it is a short street. Tokunbo is also dominated by residential buildings, followed by mixed use buildings and                    

commercial outlets.  

 



 

2.3 Traffic Count: Data Presentation 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Igbosere Street 

Table 1 Traffic Count on Igbosere Street. 

IGBOSERE STREET 
 FRIDAY (Day 1)  SUNDAY (Day 2) 
 7:30 am - 8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm  7:30 am - 8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm 
Car 244 319  60 116 
Bus 106 15  49 47 
Tricycle 682 477  320 360 
Motorcycle 314 315  153 291 

 



 

Bicycle 2 3  1 1 
Trailer 1  -  -  -  
Truck 5  -  4 -  
BRT 1 3  -  -  
Pedestrian 390 405  254 127 
 1745 1537  841 942 
 

 

 
 

For Day (1) Tricycles were the highest traffic count on Igbosere street; 39% between 7:30 am – 8:30 am and 31% between 6 pm – 7                          

pm. Between the morning hours and evening hours, there was an 8% drop in the traffic count for tricycles along Igbosere. Pedestrian                      

movement is the next highest count accounting for 22% of the morning count and 26% of the evening count on Igbosere; increasing                      

by 4%. Motorcycles contribute to a large percentage of traffic as well on Igbosere, with an 18% count in the morning  

 

 



 

hours and a 2% increase in the evening hours. Cars are the next significant contribution to traffic with 14% of the morning count and a                         

7% increase during the evening count. Buses are higher in the morning time at 6% than the evening hours, which is recorded at 1%.                        

Other forms of transport (BRT, Trucks & Buses) made no significant figure when converted to a percentage scale based on the low                      

number value. 

 
 

 
 
For Day (2) Tricycles are maintained at the same rate between           
the morning and evening hours during the weekend. Rate of          
movement between the weekday and weekend are still within         
the same range of use. Motorcycles increase by 13% in the           
evening hours while pedestrians are reduced by 17% in the          

evening. Cars are at a relatively lower rate on Sunday mornings           
while a 5% increase is recorded in the evening. Buses maintain           
the same rate between Friday and Sunday. Tricycles maintain         
the highest transport options.  

 
 

Ajele Street 

Table 2 Traffic Count on Ajele Street 

AJELE STREET 
 FRIDAY (Day 1)   SUNDAY (Day 2)  
 



 

 7:30 am-8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm 7:30 am-8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm 
Car 17 15 2 6 
Bus 19 2 1 1 

Tricycle 13 24 3 6 
Motorcycle 126 52 11 16 

Bicycle 1 1   1 
Trailer         
Truck     2 3 
BRT         

Pedestrian 142 326 114 207 
 

 

 

For Day (1) Pedestrians are the highest commuters on Ajele street with 45% during the morning count and a 43% increase during the                       

evening count (6:00 pm – 7:00 pm). Motorcycles are the highest transport services during the morning hours, accounting for 40% of                     

the traffic but decreases during the evening hours by 28%. Buses contribute 6%, Tricycles contribute 4% to the morning count and 5%                      

 



 

are counted as cars; During the evening count Tricycles contribute 6%, Buses, and Cars fall to a percentage contribution of 0 and 4%                       

respectively. Other means of public transport such as BRT and the use of bicycles do not make a significant contribution to the                      

morning and evening count. 

 

 

For Day (2) Pedestrians are the highest commuters on Ajele street with 86% during the morning and evening count. Other options                     

for commuting are relatively low in Ajele on Sundays compared to the rates from Friday. 

 

Bamgbose Street 

Table 3  Traffic Count on Bamgbose Street 

BAMGBOSE STREET 
 FRIDAY (Day 1)   SUNDAY (Day 2) 
 7:30 am-8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm  7:30 am-8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm 
Car 40 69  24 68 

 



 

Bus 14 10  7 8 
Tricycle 453 437  277 558 
Motorcycle 452 498  204 528 
Bicycle  - 3  -  7 
Trailer  - -   -  -  
Truck 13 7  2 7 
BRT  - -   -  -  
Pedestrian 497 722  268 688 

 

 

For (Day 1) 34% of commuters on Bamgbose are pedestrians during the morning hours and increased by 7% during the evening count.                      

Motorcycles are the second highest count for Friday, there was a drop in the count by 2% in the evening. Tricycles are the next                        

 



 

dominant use, which accounts for frequent use on Bamgbose and decreases by 6% during the evening count. Other uses are at                     

extremely low rates at Bamgbose street on Friday. 

 

 

 

For (Day 2) Pedestrians are the highest users on Bamgbose and increase by 3% during the evening count. Tricycles are the next                      

highest users on Sunday with a higher count in the morning (35%) and a decrease of 5% in the evening. Motorcycles are the third                        

highest rate of use on Bamgbose with 26% in the morning and a 2% increase during the evening count. 

 

 

 

 



 

Tokunbo Street 

Table 4 Traffic Count on Tokunbo Street 

TOKUNBO STREET 
 FRIDAY (Day 1)  SUNDAY (Day 2)  
 7:30 am-8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm 7:30 am-8:30 am 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm 

Car 30 40 9 33 
Bus 9 2 2   

Tricycle 194 181 103 226 
Motorcycle 365 505 137 447 

Bicycle 1 2   10 
Trailer   3     
Truck 1   1   
BRT         

Pedestrian 514 1421 350 792 
 

 

 



 

For (Day 1) Pedestrians are the highest users with 66% during the day and 46% during the evening count on Sunday. The next highest                        

use is motorcycles on Friday with 23% during the morning count and a 10% increase in the evening. Tricycles are the next use with                        

8% in the morning and an 11% increase during the evening count.  

 

 

For Day (2) Pedestrians are the highest users on Sunday with 58% during the morning count and a 5% decrease during the evening                       

count. Motorcycles are the next users with a 23% rate during the morning count and a 7% increase. Tricycles are the third highest use                        

for commuting along Tokunbo with 17% during the day and a 2% decrease during the evening count. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2.4 Collective Street Analysis 

FRIDAY: (7:30AM – 8:30AM) 

 IGBOSERE STREET AJELE STREET BAMGBOSE STREET TOKUNBO STREET 
Car 244 17 40 30 
Bus 106 19 14 9 
Tricycle 682 13 453 194 
Motorcycle 314 126 452 365 
Bicycle 2 1 -  1 
Trailer 1 -  -  -  
Truck 5 -  13 1 
BRT 1 -  -  -  
Pedestrian 390 142 497 514 

 

FRIDAY: (6:00PM – 7:00PM) 

 IGBOSERE STREET AJELE STREET BAMGBOSE STREET TOKUNBO STREET 
Car 319 15 69 40 
Bus 15 2 10 2 
Tricycle 477 24 437 181 
Motorcycle 315 52 498 505 
Bicycle 3 1 3 2 
Trailer  -  -  - 3 
Truck  -  - 7  - 
BRT 3  -  -  - 
Pedestrian 405 326 722 1421 

 



 

 

SUNDAY: (7:30AM – 8:30AM) 

 IGBOSERE STREET AJELE STREET BAMGBOSE STREET TOKUNBO STREET 
Car 60 2 24 9 
Bus 49 1 7 2 
Tricycle 320 3 277 103 
Motorcycle 153 11 204 137 
Bicycle 1  -  -  - 
Trailer  -  -  -  - 
Truck 4 2 2 1 
BRT  -  -  -  - 
Pedestrian 254 114 268 350 
 

SUNDAY: (6:00PM – 7:00PM) 

 IGBOSERE STREET 
AJELE 
STREET BAMGBOSE STREET TOKUNBO STREET 

Car 116 6 68 33 
Bus 47 1 8  - 
Tricycle 360 6 558 226 
Motorcycle 291 16 528 447 
Bicycle 1 1 7 10 
Trailer  -  -  -  - 
Truck  - 3 7  - 
BRT  -  -  -  - 
Pedestrian 127 207 688 792 
 

 



 

2.5 Conclusion 

For all the streets on Friday and Sunday, Pedestrians are the largest users while Tricycles and Motorcycles contribute the next highest                     

rate to traffic around Campos Square. Considering the larger uses around are mixed developments; residential units with both                  

institutional (schools and religious uses) and commercial functions, the public transport system is a crucial part to daily functions and                    

residents can easily commute between uses by walking (accounting for the high pedestrian rates).  

Igbosere and Tokunbo have the largest traffic volume due to the width of the road and link with more land uses. Ajele has a shorter                         

length and is mostly used by pedestrians to commute and link to either Igbosere or Broad street.  

Parking facilities are unavailable for public use within the site radius (Parking spaces are only available to building spaces e.g. office                     

workers and not for public users. This contributes to the street parking occurrence on all streets. There are no parking regulations in                      

some areas apart from one-way policy roads where the parking signifies a single direction. 

 

  

 



 

3. STREET VENDING 

3.1 Images and Analysis 

3.1.1 TOKUNBO  
Street vendors encroach on the walkways but not directly on the roads as the picture shows 

 

 

 



 

 

3.1.2 IGBOSERE  
Food vendors at the end of the street are the vendors operating on spaces designated for walkways while shops along the roads may 
have chairs, stools or display boxes along the road. During the day, there are shift businesses that operate to cater to the population of 
students by selling snacks like puff puff in front of Campos Square. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3.1.3 AJELE STREET 
As stated earlier, street vendors mainly encroach on the walkways and not directly on the roads 

 

 

 



 

3.1.4 BAMGBOSE STREET 
Informal grocery stores and water hawking popularly known as “Maruwa” can be seen below. Apart from small scale grocery stores, 
Pooling and betting stores are also noticeable along the road stretch. Due to the level difference between the road and the walk-way, 
Informal sector only encroaches the walk-Way and not the road. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3.2 Conclusion 

For all the streets on friday and saturday, vendors only encroach on the walkways not the roads. Igbosere street has food vendors at the 
end of the street, while shops along the road have stools, chairs or display boxes along the road. 

These streets experience a shift in commercial activities, for example in the morning vendors such as puff puff seller, akara seller, 
roadside food sellers operate to provide food for students and workers who are on their way to their different destinations. By 12pm 
these vendors will vacate the spaces, giving room to another vendor to operate. vendors such as suya sellers who come out at night to 
operate. 

On Bamgbose road, there are more of informal grocery stores, and water hawkers who encroach on walkways and not on the road.  

 



 

4. INTERVIEWS WITH RESIDENTS 

4.1 Data Presentation and Analysis of Responses 

28 respondents were interviewed but only 26 provided us with information on whether they had children or not. Out of the 26, only 
17 have children that attend schools within Lagos Island. 16 respondents provided information on the name of the schools (see table 
below) 

List of Schools Children Attend   

Apmos private school Ifolomo behind ikoyi prison St. Peters school 

Diamond schools Ismat Islamic schools, Lagos island  

Dolpy junior high school Jentad school  

Eko akete Jutfun private school  

Eko akete school Kolat schools  

Fountain of excellence Pee kee cee sunrise school  

HoneyVille, tokunbo street St. Mary schools  
 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
The respondents were also asked how they preferred to         
take their children to school. 
 
Walking is the most preferred choice of commuting to         
school.  
 
20 out of 28 respondents picked walking over any other          
transport means. Tricycles (Keke Maruwa) were the       
next common use to take children to school. 4         
respondents selected the tricycles. Other options which       
included the public buses, school buses, personal cars        
or motorcycles each had 1 selection. 

  

 

24 of the respondents interviewed work in Lagos        
Island. Walking is the most preferred option for        

commuting to work as well. Motorcycles (Okada) are        
the next preferred option with 7 respondents. Other        
options selected include public bus, keke maruwa and        
personal cars with 3, 2 and 1 respondents respectively. 

All respondents rate the traffic condition around Upper        
Campos as fair because there is relatively no traffic         
experienced. A large factor is high pedestrian use rather         
than personal cars. 

For children commuting to school, only 3 respondents        
complain about the motorcycles as issues, fights and        
bad roads. The other 25 respondents have no issues. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chart represents the satisfaction of respondents’       
commute to work, using a scale of (1-4): 1- Poor, 2 -            
Fair, 3- Good, 4-Excellent. 

13 people believe commuting to work is excellent and 7          
also rate the experience as good. The results indicate a          
total of 20 are satisfied with their experience while 8          
are not fully satisfied for primarily because of the bad          
road conditions. 

 

 

This chart represents the satisfaction of respondents       
while commuting to school with their children. The        
satisfaction remains consistent with those commuting to       
work. The 7 respondents that recorded below the        
satisfaction rank for good also complained about the        
road conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Preferred Changes Count 

Bad road conditions 1 

Bad road conditions and small 
streets. 

1 

Better Roads 4 

BRT routes 1 

Electricity 4 

None 1 

Poor road infrastructure 1 

Resurfacing of road 1 

Road conditions 1 

Security 4 

Through roads 1 

Walkways for the children 1 

Wider roads 1 

Grand Total 22 

 

22 respondents provided a response on what changes they         
would prefer to see and generally, the problems fall into issues           
with the road conditions and streetscape - streetlights,        
walkways, tarring the roads and expansion. Others include        
security and more BRT routes that link through Lagos Island. 

 

Phone numbers collected during interviews 

07063020697 

08083784480 

08170612010 

07068153486 

08083515325 

08022985299 

08022985299 

08175858237 

08145784288 

07062950214 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2 Conclusion  

For all the streets on Saturday, a total of 28 respondents were  interviewed, 17 respondents have children schooling in lagos island, 9 
respondents do not have children while 2 respondents did not answer the questions. the 16 out of the 17 respondents provided the 
names of the school their children attend, and they are Apmos private school, Diamond schools, Dolpy junior high school, Eko akete, 
Eko akete school, Fountain of excellence, HoneyVille (tokunbo street), Ifolomo (behind ikoyi prison), Ismat Islamic schools (Lagos 
island), Jentad school, Jutfun private school, Kolat schools, Pee kee cee sunrise school, St. Mary schools and St. Peters school. 

20 respondents out of the 28 respondents picked walking over any transport means when taking their children to school, the next most 
preferred means is the tricycle (keke maruwa) which was selected by 4 respondents. other options which includes the public buses, 
school buses, personal cars or motorcycles each had 1 selection. 

Commuting to work as well had walking as the most selected means with a total of 11 respondents, next is the motorcycle (okada) 
which was picked by 7 respondents. Other options selected include public bus, keke maruwa and personal cars with 3, 2 and 1 
respondents respectively. 

The traffic condition around upper campos is categorised under fair as all the respondents picked fair as the traffic condition. There is 
a high rate of pedestrianism rather than motorised transportation. 

A total of 20 respondents are satisfied with their experience when commuting to work as well as commuting to school with their 
children while 8 respondents are not fully satisfied  when commuting to work and 7 respondents are not fully satisfied because of the 
bad road conditions. 

22 respondents provided a response on what changes they would like to see, according to these responses the problems fall into issues 
with the road conditions and streetscape - streetlights, walkways, tarring the roads and expansion. Others include security and more 
BRT routes that link through Lagos Island. 

 

 

 


